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Part 1

Please refer to Map 1 in the Map set (use meters)

Basics:

1. What type of map is shown? (2)
Topographic Map

2. What is the scale of the map? (2)
1: 25000

3. What state is this map located in? (2)
Alaska

4. What is the magnetic declination of this map? (3)
27.5 degrees (negative declination is not accepted)

5. What is the contour interval of the map? (5)
10 meters

a) What does contour that are close together represent? (2) Steep slope
b) What does contour that are farther away from one another represent? (2)

Gradual Slope

6. Which topographic map is southwest of the current one? (3)
Fairbanks (D-2) SE

Land features and Symbols:

7. Which river runs Southeast of Little Chena Prong? (2)
Little Chena River

8. What kind of Road is Chena Hot Springs Road? (2)
Secondary Highway

9. What kind of land features surround Smallwood creek? (3)
Marsh/Swamp

10. What is the symbol that is on top of Gilmore Dome (4)

11. What does the symbol from question 9 represent? (6)
Quarry

12. What is the symbol for Forest Headquarters (3)



Distances and Measurements:

13. What is the approximate highest elevation of Gilmore Dome in meters? (2)
Accept any answer from 730-739 meters

14. What is the approximate distance between the Radio Towers in the far west of the
Quadrangle and Gilmore Dome in meters? (3)
Accept any answer from 6350- 6500 meters

15. What is the elevation of the end of the Gilmore Trail in meters? (3)
572 meters

16. What is the approximate distance of traveling on the Chena Hot Springs Road
from the west of the quadrangle to the east in meters? (5)
Accept any answer from 10000-11000 meters

17. What is the approximate elevation of the point where Hopper Creek intersects the
Winter Trail in meters? (4)
Accept any answer from 150-160 meters

18. You want to look at the Alaska Long Period Array Research Center from the
highest point of Little Chena prong.

a. What azimuth should you look at? (5)
Accept any answer from 284 degrees to 288 degrees

b. What bearing should you look at? (5)
Accept any answer from N 76° W to N 72° W



Part 2
Please refer to Map 2 in the Map set

19. What two states border South Carolina? (2)
North Carolina & Georgia

20. How many counties are part of South Carolina? (3)
46 counties

You are currently in Charleston, SC

21. What is the population range of Charleston? (3)
100,000 & over

22. What is the name of the national forest located northeast of Charleston? (3)
Francis Marion National Forest

You drive to Columbia, SC

23. What Interstate runs from Charleston to Columbia? (2)
I- 26

24. The Interstate from the previous question intersects what interstate in
Orangeburg County? (3)
I-95

25. What is the approximate total mileage of the journey? (4)
Accept from 110-120 miles

26. How many counties do you pass through when traveling from Charleston to
Columbia? (4)
7

You arrive in Columbia, SC

27. Which county is Columbia located in? (2)
Richland

28. What is the population range of Columbia? (4)
100,000 & over

29. Right below Columbia is the Congaree River. What major lake does this river
flow into? (3)
Lake Marion

30. Traveling through from Columbia using Interstate Highway 77 will get you into
Which major city in North Carolina? (3)
Charlotte

31. Using S.C Highway 6, what is the distance from Irmo (writer’s birthplace) to
Lexington, both of which is located West of Columbia in miles? (5)

Accept answers from 8 to 9.5 miles



Part 3

Please refer to Map 3, 4, and 5 in the Map set

Map 3

32. What university is located towards the left of Main Street? (2)
Rice University

33. What are the two museums located west of Almeda Road? (2)
Children’s Museum Houston and Houston Museum of Natural Sciences

34. What is the distance between the Houston Zoo and the Hermann Park Golf
Course rounded to the nearest hundreds place in feet? (3)
2700 feet

35.  What direction is H-E-B from the Houston Zoo (2)

a. East     b. West     c. South D. North

Map 4

36. What is the scale of the map in feet? (2)
1:400 feet

37. What major river is located on the right of the map? (2)
Connecticut River

38. What bridge crosses over the river from the previous question? (2)
Founder’s Bridge

39. In the vicinity, how many hotels are there? (2)
2 hotels

40. What interstate runs left of the major river? (3)
Interstate 91

41. What is the distance from Bushnell Park and the Ancient Burial Ground in feet?
(4)
Accept answer from 915 to 930 feet

Map 5

42. Approximately what time was the photo taken? (3)
Accept any time from 9 am to 10 am or late morning

43. Riverside Cemetery is located between which two freeways? (2)
Medina Fwy and Jenning Fwy

44. What type of highway is Medina Freeway? (2)
Interstate Highway



Part 4

42. Draw a profile from point A to B from the map above. Make sure it is:
a. Precise and Detailed (10)

1. Has V Shaped valley (2)
2. Includes Improved Road (2)
3. Includes Tamanna River (4)
4. Correct elevation and lines (2)

b. Has all features (5)
c. Map labels (5)


